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Introduction

The systemic sclerosis is chronic systemic disease of
connective tissue that is characterized by damage of blood
vessels, presence of autoantibodies and progressing skin and
internal organs fibrination, leading to their failure [1]. Hand
function impairment very often applies to the patients with
systemic sclerosis. and it includes: hand deformations, loss of
mobility in metacarpophalangeal joints and interphalangeal
joints, nearer and farther, loss of abduction movements, loss
of thumb bending and opposing, loss of wrist mobility in all
planes. Dysfunction from forearm side are present mainly at
acute form of this disease and it includes: muscles, fascia and
skin [2].
Depending on dermal changes location, type and degree of
take up of individual organs and systems, rate of change
development, usually two main clinic forms of the systemic
sclerosis are distinguished: diffuse form and limited form [3].
In the systemic sclerosis limited form skin changes are limited
to distal sections on the limbs and face, clinical course is
usually quite slow, serious organ complications typically
occur at later stage of the disease, and general prognosis is
quite good. The diffuse form is characterized by large dermal
changes that cover not only distal limb parts, but also
shoulders, tights and/or trunk. The clinical course of diffuse
form is usually dynamic, especially during first years of the
disease, and serious organ complications appear in the first
stages of the disease. Prognoses in the systemic sclerosis
diffuse form are worse than in the limited form (3). Raynaud's
phenomenon appears in 95% of patients with the systemic
sclerosis and it is often the first symptom that may be visible
before other symptoms (Tab. 1).

Tab. 1 Algorithm for diagnosing Raynnaud's phenomenon [5]
1. Does cold affect your fingers, like e.g. cold water, cold can?
Answer:

A. Yes (go to question no. 2)
B. No – Raynaud's phenomenon is unlikely

2. How does cold affect your fingers?

Answer:
A. They change colour (Raynaud's phenomenon is likely - go to question no. 4)
B. They stiffen (Raynaud's phenomenon is unlikely - go to question no. 3)
C. I don't understand; what do you mean? (Raynaud's phenomenon is unlikely)

3. Do your fingers change their appearance when they are cold?

Answer:
A. They do (Raynaud's phenomenon is likely - go to question no. 4)
B. They swell (Raynaud's phenomenon is very unlikely)

4. What colour?

Answer:
A. White (Raynaud is very likely)
B. Blue (Raynaud is very likely)
C. Czerwony (prawdopodobieństwo Raunauda)
D. Inny (mało prawdopodobne że występuje syndrom Raynauda)
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Frequency of the systemic sclerosis occurrence fluctuates
from 50 to 300 cases per million. Women obviously more
frequently suffer from the systematic sclerosis than men and
this relation is from 3:1 to 14:1 [4].
Complications related with the course of systemic sclerosis
are: acute pains in connection with ischaemia or ulceration,
dermal changes, changes in joints and soft tissues that may
restrict mobility in upper and lower limb joints, problems with
swallowing and/or heartburn, breathlessness, pain in chest
area, palpitation, dry cough, muscle strength weakening [1].
Non-pharmacological treatment of the systemic sclerosis
includes: physiotherapy, education, new therapeutic methods
[6]. Authors agree that individually selected therapy
counteract and decrease the joints dysfunction and the skin
stiffness in patients with the systemic sclerosis. In the
literature we find only a few reports on non-pharmacological
treatment [7]. The following are used in treatment of the
systemic sclerosis: exercises that increase mobility range in
hand joints, exercises that improve mouth opening span,
stretching exercises, strengthening exercises, manual therapy
(massage with mobilization of hand joints) [7]. The research
concerning effect of the manual therapy on hand dysfunctions
in patients with the systemic sclerosis took place in 2009 and
it was first randomized research that proved its effectiveness.
The manual therapy is widely used by physiotherapists,
ostheopatists and chiropractors, in particular at ailments
related with the spine. However, it must be noted that the
techniques used by professional therapists basically take effect
on musculoskeletal system, and their application allows to
cure many dysfunctions of motor organ system. Almost 90%
patients with the systemic sclerosis complain of ailments from
the musculoskeletal system at certain stage of the disease.
That is why, the manual therapy may be successfully included
in the comprehensive treatment of patients with systemic
sclerosis.

Manual therapy for patients with systemic sclerosis

The therapist that work manually with a patient that suffer
from systemic sclerosis has many manual techniques to
disposal, which are selected individually to each patient. In
order to diagnose the patient the manual therapist should each
time interview the patient, evaluate her or him visually,
perform palpation, evaluate mobility of joints and slide play,
examine muscles and fascia move. Selected manual
techniques are mentioned and described in Tab. 2, and their
complement may by: postisometric muscle relaxation,
feedback inhibition, myofascial relaxation or skin rolling.
Immediate purpose of manual techniques is to lower pain and
to fight with the effects of static overload, muscle irritation
and connective tissue irritation. To long-term purposes we
may classify correct length and elasticity of contractured
muscles and fasciae, recovering correct mobility range in
joints [8]. Among therapeutic effects of manipulation and
mobilization we may mention: recovering correct mobility,
joint play normalization, causing reflex effect that affects all
around-joint structures, leading to their relaxation. Reflexive
muscle hypotony, increased skin sensitivity to wrinkling and
tensioning, changes in periosteum points, reduced tissue
tension [8]
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Tab. 2 Types of techniques used in manual therapy [9]
Techniques used in manual therapy

Desired results

Definition

work with joint
• manipulations

• passive motion in joint lead beyond
normal motion range

• increase motion range
• decrease muscular tension

• mobilizations

• passive motion in joint lead within
normal motion range

• decrease pain

soft tissue techniques
• classic massage

• set of motions that apply compression
on skin and soft tissues

• deep massage

• set of motions that apply deep
compression on skin and soft tissues

• trigger points therapy
• shiatsu massage

• deep compression on area of local pain
• rhythmical compression with fingers

• blood circulation improvement
• decrease muscular tension
• relaxation
• release tissue adhesions
• increase motion range

techniques directed on nervous tissue
• neuromobilizations

• tensioning, nerve activation to restore
nerve system plasticity

• increase motion range
• decrease pain

Very important element of the therapy used for patients with
systemic sclerosis is paying attention to the fascia and
remembering its variable role in correct motor system
functioning. Techniques directed to the fascia should be
always included in the manual therapy for patients with
systemic sclerosis. Working with the fascia in classic approach
consists in finding place, where its mobility is reduced, and in
determining direction of limited mobility. Manoeuvre that we
perform as a diagnostic motion for the fascia relocatibility is
also a motion that we may used as a therapeutic treatment.
First, it is required to reach the motion limit, and then to keep
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this position until we feel relaxation. In this approach, the
fascia mobilization is continued until the point of
physiological barrier is reached. However, it must be
remembered that the latest research brought many essential
facts about the fascia. Among them, that the fascia includes
four types of nerve endings:
• Golgi receptors [I b];
• Ruffini receptors [II];
• Pacini receptors [II] (lamellated corpuscles, paciniform);
• Interstitial receptors [III and IV] [10].
Golgi receptors are present in ligaments, articular capsules
(10%) and around muscular tendon connections (90%). Pacini
receptors are located in deep parts of articular capsules, deep
spine ligaments, in palms, foot soles, in peritoneum,
connective tissues around muscles. Ruffini receptors are found
in particular in tissues subject to regular stretching: external
layers of articular capsules, dura mater, joint circumferential
ligaments. Interstitial receptors partly function as pain
receptors, they react to stretching the fascia and skin (10).
Each of the receptors react to specific type of manual
technique that affects the particular receptor. It is presented in
Tab. 3.

Tab. 3 Types of receptors with manual technique that best affects the particular receptor
Fascia receptor types
• Golgi receptors

Manual technique types
• Post-isometric relaxation
• Local strong compression

• Pacini receptors

• Sudden change of compression and vibrations
• Manipulation type "high velocity thrust”
• Oscillation techniques

• Ruffini receptors

• Constant compression - particularly lengthwise and lateral
stretching
• Slow and deep techniques on soft tissues

• Interstitial receptors
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• Fascia and skin stretching
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Case description

Female patient, 44 years, in whom the systemic sclerosis was
diagnosed 7 years ago. She was directed to stay at the
rheumatology ward by her attending physician rheumatologist, due to stiffness and reduced mobility in hand
joints, wrists. The patient has Reynaud phenomenon.
For 5 years she has been rehabilitated during outpatient
physiotherapy, usually once a year, at the rheumatology ward
she was the second time.
The patient had no therapeutic puncture of her joint in 2
months before treatment at the centre. She had no changes in
using symptomatic medicines, immunosuppressive, in the
period of last 3 months. During the therapy no changes were
made in pharmacological treatment.

Measurement techniques

Cochin Hand Scale (CHS) is a questionnaire that evaluates the
hand functional efficiency in patients with the systemic
sclerosis. The patient assesses 18 everyday activities in the
scale from 0 (no difficulty) to 5 (impossible to perform).
Maximally 90 points may be reached, while the higher score,
the less hand efficiency [11].
Hand Mobility in Scleroderma (HAMIS) – HAMIS includes 9
tests to evaluate the effect of systemic sclerosis on limiting the
range of hand joint, wrist mobility. Each task is scored from 0
(possible to perform) to 3 (impossible to perform). Maximal
result is 27 for one hand and 54 for both. The higher score, the
lesser hand and wrist efficiency [12].
Finger-to-palm in extension (FTPinE) The distance was
measured from the tip of middle finger in extension from
further lateral line ("distal palmar crease”) [13]. Measurement
was made for right and left hand.
Finger-to-palm in flexion (FTPinF) - The distance was
measured from the tip of middle finger in bend to further
lateral line („distal palmar crease”) [13]. Measurement was
made for right and left hand.
The patient stayed at the ward for 2 weeks. The procedure was
not performed on Saturday and Sunday. Evaluation was made
before treatment (day 1) and after its finish (day 10). On the
last day (day 10) the patient had no treatment.

Used therapy

The manual therapy included 9 sessions lasting 40 min
(20 min left hand, 20 min right hand). The therapy was
performed by duly qualified therapist with five years of
experience. The patient was given no other treatment during
her stay. In the research the following manual therapy
techniques were used:
1. Skin rolling – we hold skin between the thumb and the
index finger and gently roll forward (Fig. 1). At the moment
when therapist feels restriction in the area of soft tissues, he
should stop rolling and only keep position on the mobility
barrier and wait for tissues relaxation.
2. Deep massage of superficial fascia and muscles responsible
for extension in the wrist joint. Fig. 2 present the work in
direction of tissue stretching that is the technique when the
therapist performs simultaneous deep massage motion with
slow, active palm bend.
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Fig. 1. Skin rolling

Fig. 3. Post-isometric muscle relaxation

Fig. 2. Work in direction of tissue stretching

3. Post-isometric muscle relaxation that increase mobility
range in the joint by reducing pathologic muscle tension. The
technique allows influencing both the muscles, and the fascia
and joints, it is effective method to overcome muscle
contracture and has analgesic effect. For muscles palmar
bending the carpal joint, the therapist stabilizes the patient's
forearm with one hand, and holds the patient's hand with the
other (Fig. 3). The therapist performs passive palmar bending
in the carpal joint to the first stretch feeling in the patient. The
patient is asked to make extension movement with minimal
force against the resistance applied by the therapist. The
muscles tensioning lasts 10 s, then the therapist passively
increases the palmar bend to the first stretch feeling in the
patient. The new position is kept for 30 s. The activity is
repeated four times.
4. Mobilization in tergal direction in radiocarpal joint. The
therapist stabilizes distal part of radial bone in supination with
one hand, the hold is located near the joint gap. The second
hand is put on the row nearer to the wrist bone and the
mobilization is performed in tergal direction (Fig. 4).
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5. Side-side mobilization in interphalangeal joints. The
therapist holds with his thumb and index finger the closer
finger joint, stabilizing it, then with the index finger and
thumb of the other hand mobilizes the distal finger joint in
relation to proximal in the above mentioned directions. The
hold must be placed possibly close to the joint gap (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Mobilization in tergal direction in radiocarpal joint

Fig. 5. Side-side mobilization in interphalangeal joints

Results

In the research improvement was achieved in all used tests [Tab.
4]. The hand functional efficiency evaluated with CHS questionnaire improved from 35 to 21. Mobility range assessed with HAMIS tests improved from 15 to 9 (right hand), and from 17 to 8
(left hand). Distance from the middle finger in extension to further lateral line (FTPinE) increased for right hand from 10.0 cm
to 12.0 cm, and for left hand from 9.5 cm to 11.5 cm. Distance
from the middle finger in extension to further lateral line
(FTPinF) was improved and decreased for right hand from
3.5 cm to 3.0 cm, and for left hand from 3.5 cm to 2.5 cm.

Tab. 4. Results of made tests before and after therapy
Test

Before therapy

After therapy

CHS

35

21

HAMIS

right
15

left
17

right
9

left
8

FTPinE (cm)

10.0

9.5

12.0

11.5

FTPinF (cm)

3.5

3.5

3.0

2.5

CHS – Cochin Hand Scale
HAMIS – Hand Mobility in Scleroderma
FTPinE finger-to-palm in extension
FTPinF finger-to-palm in flexion
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Discussion

Used manual therapy in presented research caused improvement of hand functional efficiency in the patient with systemic
sclerosis, as evaluated by the tests: Cochin Hand Scale, Hand
Mobility in Scleroderma, finger-to-palm-distance.
The hand dysfunction characteristic for the systemic sclerosis
sufferers significantly hinders performance of everyday activities. Tasks and motions that patients should do with their upper
limbs are much more precise and complex, comparing to the
function of lower limbs. Raynaud phenomenon, stiffness, decreased hand gripping force are elements that most worsen life
quality in this group of patients [14]. For that reason just the
therapy directed to improve hand efficiency, increase hand and
wrist mobility range, increase the gripping force, is so essential
in treating patients with the systemic sclerosis.
So far, only small number of researches concerned the subject
of non-pharmacological treatment of patients with the systemic
sclerosis. We have found no research that would describe the
use of similar manual therapy in patients with the systemic
sclerosis. That is why, it seems that more important is the fact
that our research clearly indicates that the manual therapy really
improves hand functional efficiency, increases mobility of hand
and wrist joints. This in turn may lead to life quality improvement in patients from this group, by easier and more efficient
performance ofeveryday activities.
In the literature we find studies that in accordance with our research confirms effectiveness non-pharmacological treatment of
patients with the systemic sclerosis. Antonioli et al. [15] demonstrated that 2 weeks daily individual rehabilitation of patients with the systemic sclerosis improves their life quality,
increases hand efficiency. Thai massage in combination with
thermotherapy and stretching exercises cause significant hand
efficiency measured with HAMIS test [2]. Exercises that increase the range of mobility in hand and wrist joints, as well as
mobilization of the hand and wrist joints with "Mc Mennell”
technique in combination with massaging this area, suit well for
rehabilitation of patients with the systemic sclerosis [16]. Bongi
et al. [16] also notice that in case of patients with the systemic
sclerosis comprehensive rehabilitation is more effective form of
therapy than only motorial exercises at home.
The manual therapy is non-invasive form of treatment that uses
basically the therapist's hands and fingers in order both diagnose the patient and to perform therapy. Usually the techniques are
directed to soft tissues and, what is important, they may be used
as the only form of treatment or in combination with other treatment [17]. Researches indicate that the manual therapy may
be successfully used in patients with motor organ dysfunctions
[18]. Such disorders are characteristic to patients with the systemic sclerosis and its effectiveness was confirmed by our research. I must be also mentioned that the patient felt no pain
during the therapy. She describe her feelings as pleasant, definitely within the limits ofher pain tolerance.
We are aware oflimitations in our research, but the method oftherapy that we described encourages further studies on this subject, during which as we think the following issues should be addressed.
1. Evaluation of long-term effect of the manual therapy on the patients with systemic sclerosis. Is it an effective form oftherapy only
at the moment when it is performed, or is its effect longer?
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2. Conduct research on larger group and check of the achieved
results correlate with results obtained in this research.
3. Measurement techniques used to evaluate this group of patients should be uniformed to allow comparing different forms of
the therapy. Is should also considered if for better objectification
of results, the patient clinical condition evaluation should not be
made by two independent therapists.
4. In this research, the manual therapy was performed exclusively
in upper limbs area, it would be very interesting to assess the
manual therapy effect on the temporomandibular joint and mouth
opening range in patients with the systemic sclerosis.
5. Should the non-pharmacological treatment of patients with the
systemic sclerosis include also other therapy forms or if eventual
combination of therapeutic methods in order to achieve possibly
best results is justified?
Non-pharmacological treatment of the systemic sclerosis needs
further researches. Presented results demonstrate that hand functional efficiency in such patients may be improved due to the
manual therapy.
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